The Innosuisse training is a toolbox that provides, through a well-conceptualized and executed series of training sessions and practical exercises, a solid foundation and a toolkit, both in terms of skills, resources and contacts, to found your start-up. Beside well covered training sessions topics and very good coaches I really enjoyed to learn about very cool technologies and follow the evolution of other projects in the business sense. It was great to learn about very cool technologies and follow the evolution of other projects in the business sense.

As a last note, the last day of the entire training was a great experience. I was impressed by the quality of the speakers. Even though the course finishes late at night some nights, you may feel lazy before assisting I always ended up excited after the lesson learned.

Matthieu Auffret, PhD at EPFL

This is a training that is one of the best of its kind. Probably my kind of course for future entrepreneurs and also for anyone who is interested in interdisciplinary learning.

Marc Brugarolas, Postdoc at EPFL

This training is one of the best of its kind. It most probably reached this level of enormous personal growth that no book can ever teach. Being challenged in so many different areas of life will automatically lead to an enormous personal growth that no book can ever teach.

Sophia Borowka, Postdoc at CERN